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Introduction

This a backgrounder on integrated project scheduling and monitoring using Smartsheet to 

construct the project schedules and the DPC engine for automatic project tracking. 

As soon as we discovered Smartsheet and in particular its Gantt chart, we decided to integrate it 

with our DPC project monitoring engine.

As soon as Smartsheet had its API up and running, we even went one step further: we organized a 

fully automated project reporting system.

By so doing, we were able to bring the workload for tracking and reporting down to zero. That is bar 

the minimum effort of entering the percentage complete values on the tasks in the Smartsheet Gantt.

On top of that we recently deployed a portfolio report, also automated, that tracks virtually any 

number of projects part of a portfolio. This is under the assumption that every project taken sepa-

rately is monitored by the DPC engine.

This is unprecedented.

To be able to monitor every single project of a portfolio, while being able to access any detail of the  

individual progress report, is a position that has never been achieved before.

The magic of the automation based on the Mathematica technology developed by Wolfram 

Research coupled to the very accessible Smartsheet environment, with, as said before, almost no 

workload at all for the user, makes it possible to run the system at a very low cost.

We are happy that we already have a 41 projects portfolio, monitored individually and as a set, in 

the system.

We call the system SMSHAR (pronounced "sm-shar") , which stands for "Smartsheet Automated 

Reporting".

This paper provides a brief introduction on the essential aspects that together define SMSHAR.

It is assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge about project scheduling and monitoring.



Executive Summary

“No need to plan, if you don’t plan to track”.

In plain English: if you don't plan to make the effort to monitor the physical progress of your 

project, then the effort of setting up an eventually complicated schedule, is of little value.

This explains the often experienced pre-mature "dead of the planning" syndrome. Indeed how 

often do schedules end as - useless - wall decoration in the project manager's office?

Why we hesitate in setting up project monitoring systems

But why are we so hesitating when we understand, on rational basis, that tracking a project is 

the necessary second half of the schedule-track couple?

The answer is because many attempts to track projects fail due to the large workload that 

classical tracking implies, because the processes involved are tedious and time-consuming, and 

because we need the latest status report in say 5 minutes from now.

What are the consequences ?

And so, we have developed an acceptance for running project, small and large, in an almost 

blind status. 

We know of a civil contractor of many large nuclear power stations, not being able to clearly 

state where he stood, and certainly not when he would finish any specific part of his venture. 

The same goes for water treatment plants, production lines, etc.

So, because in our practice, we always strived to run projects with maximum visibility, for years 

we pushed to automate the processes for project tracking as much as possible.

Automation is the solution.

Today we can claim that we constructed a comprehensive solution. 

We have pushed the automation of the project monitoring process to the extreme: the process 

is completely automated. 

And this is done with no sacrifice to the completeness of the reports, well on the contrary: the 

reports on the project's physical progress achieve a level of detail never accomplished before.

This is not only true for single projects, but also for portfolios, whereby a portfolio report is also 

generated automatically.

It works like this

In Smartsheet

�  A Gantt chart is set up for every project

� A pilot sheet is set up to configure the reporting frequency of every project

� On a regular basis, the percentage complete values are entered on the tasks in the Gantt; this is 

the only recurring action. This is a PM or planners's action.

In the DPC environment

�  Nothing to do!
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� S-Curves

The DPC engine, based on the reporting frequency set in the pilot sheet (see above) fetches the 

Gantt data of every project, computes the progress reports and deploys these in HTML format 

to a shared folder. 

These progress reports consist of a set of S-curves, the timeline of the physical progress of the 

project and of every sub-division of it.

� Portfolio report

Once a month the portfolio report is also computed and deployed in the same way (HTML, 

shared folder)

� Period

For the PM and team

Take the time to analyze the portfolio report and associated progress reports. Find out in a blink 

of an eye who's in trouble and immediately start whatever is needed to help / correct the course.

Two simple steps to know were we stand

The progress reports in the DPC style have been around for some time now. The latest version 

with the Daisy tree is in use since  Q1 2012. Still, the format departs from the usual and so this 

document also gives a brief introduction on how these reports are best read and interpreted.

In this part of the paper we show that in one step we can spot the areas of the project with 

problems, and that a second step suffices to asses the health of any part of the project by 

looking at position and trend.

So our, rightful, concern about workload needed for the deciphering of the reports is also take 

care off. 

Cost

The cost of scheduling and tracking with SMSHAR is very low indeed.

� The cost for a bacic Smartsheet configuration is about '470 per year.

� The above configuration allows for 3 sheet creators and up to 200 sharing users.

� All kinds of practical structures can be fit inside such configuration, e.g.: 25 project managers, 

together running 50 projects 

� The cost of tracking one project with DPC is in the range '5-'8 per month, or 

� '50-'80 per year, depending on the project size in terms of task count.

� For very small projects, say with an average task count of 30, the total yearly cost (Smartsheet 

plus DPC) can be as low as '990 for 40 projects.

Conclusion

As a conclusion, we think we now can state that we solved the problem of combing project 

scheduling with progress tracking in such a way that there can't be any reason left not to track 

one's projects.

� Not the difficulty: Smartsheet is very accessible, the DPC engine operates behind the scene.

� Not the workload: 0

� Not the cost: very small

It is now simple and affordable to run projects, single and portfolio, with total visibility and control.
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DPC™

Dynamic Project Control

DPC is a trade mark that stands for “Dynamic project Control”. 

DPC is a comprehensive method for project scheduling and monitoring . It embraces many tech-

niques that can be learned in detail by means of a handbook and training courses.

Minimal knowledge requested

In order to be able to start with SMSHAR, only a very limited knowledge of DPC is needed. There 

are indeed only a few tricks of the trade to know of  in order to be able to set up a so called "DPC 

compliant" schedule. In fact it all boils down to the following few points:

� Understanding the project tree

� Understanding the task weight factors

It is assumed that the user has the basic knowledge about  scheduling:

� Setting up the project task inventory

� Defining the logics by linking (FS, FF, SS, SF)

� Defining task durations

Minimal effort needed

In order to grasp the aforementioned basic DPC knowledge, consulting the available documents 

and a few hours suffice.

When requested, an assisted startup can be provided. 

This then consist in providing a few remote training sessions, and a few audits of the first schedule 

set up with Smartsheet. 

We know by experience that 4 hours spread over a few days suffice.

DPC is process oriented

DPC puts emphasis on the dynamic aspects of the project processes. 

A project is indeed considered to be a collection of processes, that display a dynamic behavior.

One has to control the process dynamics in order to gain control on the project in its whole.

DPC reporting style

DPC is also about a style of reporting:

� Few words, 

� Few figures, 

� Much graphics

� Holistic approach combined with …

� Drill down possibilities

� Static information

� Dynamic information

� Forecasting possibilities
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� Methods for re-scheduling

In the cloud

DPC reports make a maximal use of cloud technologies. The reports are basically deployed in the 

cloud in HTML format. The more advanced reports - displaying more interactivity - use the CDF 

(Computable Document Format) technology developed by Wolfram Research.

Smartsheet

A Cloud App

Smartsheet is a cloud application for collaborative work.

It is project centered.

The application allows "creators" to create sheets.

Sheets can be of many types, including spreadsheets. Best use of the Smartsheet sheets is when 

date columns are added: start date, finish date, due date.

A Scheduler

As soon as the sheet contains two date columns, a Gantt chart is available. The Smartsheet sheet 

then becomes a full fledged project scheduler, with tree structure, logics, etc.

Customized columns can be defined, templates can be set up.

In the context of the DPC method, Smartsheet can function in a 100% compatibility mode.

Feature completeness

Some features found in many schedulers are missing, although missing is not really appropriate, 

because these are not really "missed".

You will not see a WBS code column, nor an Outline Level column. 

These objects are related to the project tree structure. While outlining tasks and summaries, one 

does construct the project tree. The information on the tree structure is available in the sheet data, 

and this can be extracted.

Resources

The newest version of Smartsheet now provides for resources management. It is a very straight 

forward system, allowing to distribute resources over project and to monitor the total workloads.

The alternative route is of course also open: to extract data from the scheduler and handle it in 

another specialized system (which is often more efficient than what do-it-all systems offer).

And it is precisely here, the possibility to link with other apps, that Smartsheet comes in the picture 

as no other system can.

Sharing

First there are the sharing capabilities. These are really strong and well implemented. Communica-

tion with team members is done directly by sharing or indirectly by mailing selected items from the 

sheet. Discussions can be organized on a tasks basis. Attachments can be added also on a tasks 

basis.

In other words, the Gantt sheet, with its (complete) tasks list and timeline, becomes the center, the 

forum, for all project related data and communications.

This is pretty much unique.
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First there are the sharing capabilities. These are really strong and well implemented. Communica-

tion with team members is done directly by sharing or indirectly by mailing selected items from the 

sheet. Discussions can be organized on a tasks basis. Attachments can be added also on a tasks 

basis.

In other words, the Gantt sheet, with its (complete) tasks list and timeline, becomes the center, the 

forum, for all project related data and communications.

This is pretty much unique.

There is more: the API, the dark energy

But there is more. The Smartsheet people have developed an API that makes it possible to pull the 

complete data from a sheet into a third party application. It is direct. There is no export-zip-upload 

cycle. The data come in JSON format which is easily parsed.

It is here that the dark energy of Smartsheet lays hidden.

DPC + Smartsheet

The Gantt sheet

One of the many styles of sheet that can be set up with Smartsheet is the Gantt sheet, the basic 

scheduling diagram known to every planner.

This is an example

We provide a template that makes the Gantt immediately "DPC compliant". 

The special fields that we provide are the tasks weight factor (wf), and the flag field which is used to 

switch tasks on or off (see the Rolling Wave technique).

It is also possible to define tasks attributes; these are useful to create filters, e.g. on area, contrac-

tor, trade, etc. 

Attributes can also be used to identify "homogeneous" processes, which can be monitored on their 

own.

The construction of the Gantt chart also requests to define the logics, in other words the links 

between the tasks. 

The DPC method provides in a set of simple tricks of the trade, like packages, milestone blocks, 

etc.

Taken all together, it is fairly straightforward to construct a Gantt chart with Smartsheet, using the 

simple rules provided by the DPC method.

Such Gantt chart is the best guarantee for an efficient and meaningful project tracking.
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Automated reporting

Mechanism

The progress reporting is fully automatic.

We use a configuration sheet (aka job list) to configure the reporting.

This is an example.

Proj The project name

Freq The reporting frequency

TheHour The hour of issuing the report Hlocal timeL

E-mail to Reference

Active Project is fit for reporting when checked

Link to Report The link to the report's web page

The values for “Freq” are:

� D: daily

� M1: every last day of the month

� M1: every 15th and every last day of the month

� Day-of-the-week: every week on that day

The DPC engine fetches the data from the configuration sheet (using the Smartsheet API) and 

using these, produces the progress reports for every project with the set frequency.

The reports are deployed as web pages that can be accessed using the link as set in the configura-

tion sheet. 

The more advanced reports are deployed as CDF documents when requested.

The whole process is transparent for the user: there is no action needed whatsoever.
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Basic report

A basic progress report looks like this

The left part is called the Daisy tree. It is the display of the project tree as a daisy chart.

Central disk

First ring

Second ring

Third ring

Forth ring

The Daisy tree acts as a navigator for the project's S-curves: on the web page, clicking on an item 

will display its S-curve.

Every segment of the Daisy tree corresponds to a specific part of the project.

The central disk corresponds to the complete project.

The items of the first ring correspond to the first level items of the project tree, the second ring 

items to the second level of the project tree, etc.

The color of any item corresponds to the "color" of the present project status: see below.

Important remark.

This style of reporting not only displays Information on the global project, but also, and more impor-

tantly, on the all sub-sections of the projects.

This allows for early detection of parts of the project that are developing problems (generally they 

are then “red”).

This in turn, acts as an early warning allowing for timely correction, so that problem propagation is 

averted.
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Important remark.

This style of reporting not only displays Information on the global project, but also, and more impor-

tantly, on the all sub-sections of the projects.

This allows for early detection of parts of the project that are developing problems (generally they 

are then “red”).

This in turn, acts as an early warning allowing for timely correction, so that problem propagation is 

averted.

This is an S-curve. It has been displayed in the right part of the report by clicking on an item in the 

Daisy tree.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 89

Red area

Blue area

1 Horizontal axis: days elapsed

2 Vertical axis: % complete value H0-100L

3 Blue line: the progress line as scheduled

4 Gray area: the activity profile as scheduled

5 Black dotted line: the observed progress line

6 Fat black dot: the latest status point: here we stand on the lates status date

7 Green dot: a marker set at 50% progress and 40% of duration

8 Red dot: a marker set at 50% of progress and 60% of progress

9 Black dot: midpoint, 50% and 50% duration

The color areas are related to different degrees of safety.

Safety in terms of “safe position” regarding the likelihood of finishing in time

Blue Ahead of schedule

Green Safest area

Yellow Less safe area

Orange Lesser safe area

Red Problems must be taken care of

By simply looking at the area where the latest status point (6) lays we already know how safe we 

are.

The color of the item in the Daisy tree is the same as that of the area of the last status point.

So the color of the Daisy tree item already tells us where the problems are: the “Red” ones and to a 

lesser extend the “Orange” ones.

Portfolio

In the portfolio report we look at a whole bunch of projects at once.

This is an example.
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Every dotted line is the observed trail of a project.

The color of the dots corresponds to the color of the area where it lays (or laid in the past)

All projects, regardless of their duration, fit into the same area.

That is because the horizontal axis corresponds to the “fractional elapsed time”: the ratio (in %) 

between elapsed time and project duration.

The vertical axis is the score of the project. The score is a measure for the distance between the 

status point ( (6) above) and the scheduled blue curve.

The more we are near to the zero line (score 0), the better. 

A negative value indicates a deficit and thus a delay. And vice versa.

The blue area is where we find the project that are ahead of schedule.

The red area is where we find the projects when the finish date is past due.

The green area is where every project should converge to.

This report is issued as a web page. When clicking on a “last point”, the fat ones, the corresponding 

S-curves are displayed.

An important feature is the trend line as shown below.
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When we see a negative trend line, the situation is degrading and vice versa.

The complete portfolio report presents separate views for:

� All projects

� Projects in good shape: non-red ones

� Projects that are improving: positive trend line

� Projects that are deteriorating: negative trend line
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Work flow

Flow of work

We differentiate between one-time efforts and recurrent efforts

One-time effort

á Construct the schedule as a Gantt sheet in Smartsheet

á Have the Gantt eventually audited and correct if needed

á Update the configuration sheet: add the new planning and set the reporting frequency.

Recurrent efforts

á On a regular basis, update the % complete values of the task in the Gantt sheet.

á Do this preferably well in sync with the reporting frequency.

á Nothing else.

Using the reported information: S-curve

The information given above on the report components, the Daisy tree, the S-curves and the Portfo-

lio, may seem a bit complicated.

The following will show that, after a short learning curve (a few days), it all boils down to a few, 

simple steps.

Inspect the Daisy tree

Spot the red items: these are the ones having troubles.

By clicking on the item, display the corresponding S-curve. 

In this one simple step, we already know where the problems are

Inspect the S-curves

1. Identify the area in which the last point lays

Blue area

Red area

In Blue: ahead of schedule

In Green: safe

In Yellow: less safe

In Orange: should get worried

In Red: problems to take care of

2. Check the trend line
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The trend line is the average progress line of the observed track (the black dotted line).

Its slope is the actual average progress speed (in % complete per day)

Compare this slope to the average slope of the schedule progress line (the blue line) for the 

same period.

Definitions

V1 is the progress rate of the scheduled S-curve

V2 is the average progress rate of the track

If V2<V1, then delay will increase

If V2=V1, then delay will remain stable

If V2>V1, then delay will decrease

Diverging track

This picture displays a diverging track. 

We are in the condition V2 < V1 (see above).

Delays will continue to increase.

The process is out of control.

Converging track

This picture displays a converging track. 

We are in the condition V2 > V1 (see above).

Delays will decrease.

Control over the process has been regained.

Parallel track

This picture displays a parallel track.

We are in the condition V2 = V1 (see above).

The process is well under control.

The delay can be recovered during the end phase.

In two simple steps we know all we have to know (for the complete project, or any part of it):

� Where we stand: the colored area

� What the trend is: 

� Improving / convergent, 

� Steady / parallel,
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� or Degrading / divergent.

Action!

As soon as we detected problems - remember that this goes for any part of the project, any sub-

process as we call it - we should consider to act upon the process in order to correct the course.

The domains upon which one can act (more or less) are a.o.:

resources quantity - resources quality - information flows - logistics - worked hours - scope

When and only when no room for improvement is left, then rescheduling can be considered.

This “strength of action” matrix can give some guidance

Trend ¯ È Color ® Blue Green Yellow Orange Red

Divergent Monitor Monitor Monitor Closely Prepare for action Act strongly

Parallel Consider slowing down a little Do nothing Do noting Consider accelerating a little Act

Convergent Do nothing Do nothing Monitor Monitor Monitor closely

Using the reported information : Portfolio

The portfolio report displays the observed trails of all projects together as explained above.

Taking the section “Deteriorating”, attention should focus on all red projects.

This example shows how easy this is done.

Past due, but 

almost finished

Vastly past due

and score very low

*

Remember that this report is issued as a web page.

Hovering over any dot will display the project's name.

Clicking on the last dot in the trail will display the S-curves of the project.

In this case one would advise to

� Check on all the red projects

� Check also the one marked with (*): potentially dangerous evolution
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Cost

There are two components to the cost of SMSHAR:

� Smartsheet

� DPC engine

Smartsheet

The simplest way to start using Smartsheet is to sign up for a Team 3 plan.

Yearly cost: '470

# Sheets 150

#Creators 3

#Sharing users 200

This configuration is very flexible.

The 3 creators create new sheets, in our case Gantts.

The sharing users can further edit the sheets, thus set up the Gantt details for every project

A practical configurations could be:

50 projects, 50 Gantt sheets.

Leaving 100 sheets for miscellaneous purposes, e.g.: document flow and visioning, bills of material, 

minutes of meetings, etc.

Assuming an average of two projects per project manager, some 25 project managers could be 

served.

DPC reporting cost

The DPC cost is structured on a per project basis.

The size class of the project, expressed in task count, is a defining parameter.

The cost ranges from 

� '5 to '8 per month per project or

� '50 - '80 per year per project

Volumes discounts are available.

Very small projects

Large numbers of small projects, i.e. with an average task count of 30, can be ran in the SMSHAR 

system at lower cost. This is especially intended for schools, colleges, and non-profit organizations 

in general.

E.g: 40 small projects can be ran with SMSHAR at '990.
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Foundations of DPC

DPC has strong theoretical and well-documented foundations. 

In this section we provide links to a comprehensive set of supporting documents.

Please consult our blog at www.jptollenboom.org
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